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Course Information

Units of Credit: 6

Course Overview

Course Description

This course focuses on the key themes and theories that inform contemporary media arts practice. The
course begins with an investigation into media, mediums, and post-media practices. It then examines a
range of platforms instrumental to the development of the field and concludes with an investigation of the
emergence of data, algorithms, and the relationships between devices and networks within media arts
practice. The course adopts a multidisciplinary approach to media arts practice and engages with a diverse
range of theoretical positions including media theory, theories of the image, cybernetics, and software
studies. Through this course, students are encouraged to develop their critical understandings of the key
themes within media arts’ historical development in order to better understand current and emerging
developments in the field. 

Course Learning Outcomes

On completion of this course, the student should be able to:

1. Identify and describe key themes about the nature and practice of media arts
2. Construct a scholarly and critically-informed argument that engages with media arts theories and

practices
3. Critically analyse examples of historical media arts practice and compare them with contemporary

practices in the field
4. Apply academic skills to select and integrate scholarly sources, follow referencing conventions and

structure academic writing

Teaching and Learning in this Course

This courses uses a variety of teaching approaches:

Blended/online

Moodle - learning management system

Assessment

TITLE WEIGHTING ASSESSMENT TYPE

Assessment Task 1 Create an immersive environment 30% Formal Presentation

Assessment Task 2 Major written task - Create a computational media 60% Written Report

Assessment Task 3 Design a remediated media 10% Written Report

References for this Course
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